Knit Companion Tip
Knit Companion is a knitting aid that helps us keep place with a pattern as long as
we need to keep it. You can leave it, start a new project (or two), go back to the
one you left and begin right where you left off. It is a wonderful knitting helper.
Kathleen' s Tip: If you are working in a wide chart, double tap the left or right
margin to rapidly reposition the chart to the left or right margin, instead of having
to scroll across the chart.
Check out our calendar for all classes with Kathleen and other members of the
KNP staff.
Local Yarn Store Appreciation Day is April 27th, 2019
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Drawing Winners

Winner of our monthly drawing for
March is Naomi Timberlake.

Pat was the winner of our bag of
goodies for the Novel-T KAL. She got a
bag, a book, a wireless speaker, some
hand-creme and some stickers! Don’t
we just love “swag”?

To enter the drawing, spend $50 dollars in the
shop and enter your chance to win.
This month is a pattern from Sirdar and three
skeins of Hush with which to make the shawl.

Yarn of the Month
Diamond Luxury Foot Loose /Sock Yarn Hand
Dyed
75% Super Wash Merino
25% Polyamide
30 sets/42rows over 4 inches
This yarn is really flying off the shelf and there's not
much left! Get it while you can! It is a beautiful yarn!
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Verdigreen with Martina
Martina will be knitting this beauty in June; 1st, 15 &
22nd from 11-1 PM. We are using a DK weight yarn.
Cascade Whirligig and Berroco Vintage DK, 1 skein
each.
Verdigreen is an eye-catching textured triangle designed
for having fun with color and contrast.
The pattern is designed to be interactive, both the
straight and mullioned sections are indefinitely
repeatable, and the knitter can shift between the two
sections to make a unique creation.
The unusual stitch pattern is created by alternating
stripes of stockinette and reverse stockinette, overlaid
with lines of slipped stitches and mini-cables, creating a
dynamic and 3 dimensional filigree effect.
It is ideal for showing off two contrasting or complementary skeins, or try a solid
paired with a speckled or gradient for dynamic results.
Suits heavy fingering to worsted weight yarn in any yardage between approx
600m and 900m. (Sample used 2 skeins of Gobsmacked Silky Yak.)

The design can be worked entirely from the written pattern, or from charts with
some notes.

The Throwback KAL with Martina
Come knit at the social table with Martina as we use our
locked floats technique to knit this beautiful classic!. If
you haven’t learned locked floats, you may also join if
you are confident in color work.
We will meet Thursdays starting April 18 and run
through May 23rd. Meeting @ 2-4 PM each week. You
need to come in and get your yarn, pattern and get
gauge before we meet the first week.
This sweater is intended to be worn with approximately
5”/13 cm positive ease. There are notes in the pattern to
help with picking the size best suited for you!
For more information on yarn, materials, and skills, click
on our calendar button.
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Beginning Cable Class with Molly
This is the perfect class to get you started
on cables. I love the Irish Hiking Scarf
pattern and it’s repetitive pattern which
makes it the perfect beginner cable project.
In this 2-hour class you’ll learn a basic
cable and then finish the scarf on your own.
Pattern and tic sheet will be given out in the
class.
Materials:
400 yards of Worsted Yarn- solid or
heathered- no varigated
Recommended Yarns: Vintage, Encore
and many others…
size US 8 circular needle
Cable Needle- I prefer wood, but we can get you started using any cable needle.
Please purchase any supplies you don’t already own, here at Knit-N-Purl.
Skills you will need for this class:

You should be able to knit.
You should be able to purl.
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Oops! Class with Molly
We all make them — now learn how to fix
them.
In this class you will knit a swatch and
purposely make specific mistakes and then
learn how to fix those mistakes. You will be
correcting mistakes made by your
classmates so you can learn to recognize
the mistake and determine how to fix it.
In this 2-hour class we will deal with the
following knitting issues:
• Dropped Stitches
• Elongated Stitches
• Twisted Stitches
• TINKing
• Pulling out multiple rows
Required Skills:
• Knit & Purl
• Cast -on
Supplies Needed:
• You will need Size 7 or 8 needles
• basic Crochet hook (can be purchased at class)
Cost is $20 (2 hours).

Lacy Smock Cardigan KAL with Molly

Join Molly to knit this adorable “Lacy Smock” Cardigan.
We’ve just restocked our Crofter DK with this fair-isle
effect, so choose your color soon! We’ll meet on
Wednesday’s in May from 11-1 beginning May 1st and
ending on May 22nd. Pattern calls for size 6US needles.
Sizes range from 0-6 mos. to 6-7 years.
Skills Needed:
You should be able to …
KNIT, PURL, K2TOG, P2TOG, YFWD

Class with Ingrid
4/3 Magic Loop 1 PM
4/5 Decorative Crochet edgings 12 PM
4/10 Help at the table w/Ingrid 2 PM
4/12&4/19 Beginning Knitting 1 & 2 1 PM
4/17 Crochet in the Round (new class) 1 PM
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Class with Arlene
April 6 Knitting in the Round 10:30 - 12 PM
For this class, you will need to return for the finishing of the hat.
At the first class we can decide on a time good for all of us. This
is a quick project with a satisfactory end.
April 13, 20, & 29 American Girl Doll First Communion Dress
11 AM - 12:30 PM
This project teaches seaming, seed stitch, icord, and lace.
Beginner Knitting for Your Child (8+ years)

Once school ends, we will offer classes for young boys and girls starting at age 8
and up. If you have a child who wants to learn this skill, we would love to help
him/her learn as much as we can.

Check out our Forum if you are curious about how our KAL's and what knitters
get accomplished in them. Participants post while the KAL is in progress, and we
try to get a final picture of the garment or accessory! Click on the button below to
check our any of our KALs in which you were interested.
For Example: If you want to know how the Whippet progressed and ended, click
on "The Whippet" in the column you see on the right.
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